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Abstract

When computing numerical solutions of hyperbolic conservation laws with
source terms� one may obtain spurious solutions� these are unphysical solutions
that only occur in numerics such as shock waves moving with wrong speeds� cf�
���� ���� ���� ��	�� �
�� Therefore it is important to know how errors of the location
of a discontinuity can be controlled�

To derive appropriate error�estimates and to use them to control such errors�
is the aim of our investigations in this paper� We restrict our considerations to
numerical solutions which are computed by using a splitting method� In split�
ting methods� the homogeneous conservation law and an ordinary di�erential
equation modelling the source term� are solved separately in each time step�

Firstly� we derive error�estimates for the scalar Riemann problem� The anal�
ysis shows that the local error of the location of a discontinuity mainly consists
of two parts� The �rst part is introduced by the splitting and the second part is
due to smearing of the discontinuity�

Next� these error�estimates are used to construct an adaptation of the step
size so that the error of the location of the discontinuity remains su�ciently
small� The adaptation is applied to several examples� which are a scalar prob�
lem� a simpli�ed combustion model� and the one�dimensional inviscid reacting
compressible Euler equations� All the examples show that the adaptation based
on the derived error�estimates works well�

The theory can also be extended to planar two�dimensional problems�

Keywords� adaptation� error�estimates� operator splitting� shock location� sti�
source terms

Subject Classi�cation� �L��� ��M��� ��L	�� ��M
�



� Introduction

Hyperbolic conservation laws often arise in models of physical processes that
ignore the e�ects of dissipative and dispersive mechanisms� In gas dynamics�
for example� hyperbolic conservation laws are obtained if viscous e�ects and
heat conduction are neglected� Source terms arise in various contexts� We are
interested in those that are due to the physical model� as they occur in non�
equilibrium or in chemically reacting gas dynamics� In the latter context the
problem often is sti�� which means that the time scale of the source term is of
orders of magnitude di�erent from that of the �uid dynamics�
Solving hyperbolic conservation laws with sti� source terms numerically causes
special di�culties� Often one is not interested in resolving the solution pro�le on
the �nest scale� but wants to compute the solution on a grid that is appropriate
to the �uid dynamics� On the one hand� one has to be careful to handle the sti�
source term in a stable manner� On the other hand� this is not su�cient to get a
physically correct solution� When computing numerical solutions of hyperbolic
conservation laws with source terms� one may obtain spurious solutions � these
are unphysical solutions that only occur in numerics such as shock waves moving
at wrong speeds� This phenomenon is due to the coupling of the source term
and the �uid dynamics�
Wrong propagation speeds have been observed by several authors� e�g� ���� �
��
���� ��	�� In ���� LeVeque and Yee investigate a scalar advection equation with a
nonlinear source term� which has two stable and one unstable equilibrium state�
They observe nonphysical numerical shock speeds for piece�wise constant initial
data� Their investigations show that these problems are caused by the smearing
of the discontinuity� They conclude that spatial resolution is as important as
temporal resolution�
In �
�� Colella� Majda and Roytburd consider reacting shock waves� They show
for a simpli�ed combustion model and for the Navier�Stokes equations that
dynamically stable weak detonations occur in bifurcating wave patterns for suf�
�ciently small heat release or large reaction rate� Similar wave patterns are also
obtained in inviscid calculations for relatively large step sizes� where a precursor
numerical weak detonation wave is moving at the speed of one grid cell per time
step� Those solutions are incorrect as the bifurcating wave patterns vanish for
smaller step sizes�
In ���� Berkenbosch derives a condition on the ignition value for the simpli�ed
combustion model and the reacting Euler equations with ignition temperature
kinetics such� that the numerical solutions exhibit correct wave speeds even for
relatively large step sizes�
In ��	�� Pember considers relaxation problems� He proposes criteria ensuring
that the numerical methods do not produce spurious solutions as the relaxation
time vanishes� These criteria are� �rstly� that the solution has to tend to the so�
lution of the equilibrium equation as the relaxation time vanishes� and secondly�
that a certain subcharacteristic condition has to be satis�ed�

�



This paper� a brief version of ���� is concerned with the exactness of numerical
locations of discontinuities� Estimates are derived for scalar Riemann problems
with sti� source terms� in order to be able to control the error of the location of a
discontinuity�� This work is done for numerical solutions that are computed by
using a splitting method� This means that in each time step the homogeneous
conservation law and an ODE modelling the source term are solved separately�
Splitting methods are a popular approach to solve conservation laws with source
terms� Their advantage is that good numerical methods exist for each of the
subproblems� Furthermore� the analysis of wrong propagation speeds is rela�
tively easy in this case� With a Strang splitting� second order accuracy can be
achieved� The mentioned numerical di�culties are not due to splitting� but they
also occur if other methods are used� cf� ����
The analysis shows that the local error of the location of a discontinuity mainly
consists of two parts � one part that is introduced by the splitting and another
part that is due to smearing� Both parts are� apart from the in�uence of the dis�
cretisation errors of the solvers used� of second order in the step size multiplied
by the size of the source term�
Based on those error�estimates� an adaptation of the step size is constructed
in order to keep the error of the location of the discontinuity su�ciently small�
The adaptation is applied to several examples� These are a scalar problem� a
simpli�ed combustion model� and the one�dimensional inviscid reacting com�
pressible Euler equations� The adaptation constructed here works well for all
these examples� In ���� the theory is also extended to planar two�dimensional
problems�
We also applied the error�estimates to the simpli�ed combustion model de�
scribed in ���� where the condition on the ignition value proposed by Berken�
bosch was ful�lled� The results showed relatively large approximated errors
for large step sizes� although the numerical solutions exhibited correct wave
speeds� Consequently� the error�estimates derived for scalar piece�wise constant
problems would have to be improved in order to get good results for numerical
solutions computed with large step sizes and showing correct speeds� The step
sizes obtained by our adaptation ensure that the wave speed is su�ciently cor�
rect� and yet are not unreasonable small� So if one wants to resolve the solution
pro�le and therefore use �locally� small step sizes� the adaptation based on the
error�estimates presented here gives satisfactory results�
This paper is organised as follows� Section 
 introduces the problem� and a scalar
example shows the di�culties that arise because of smeared�out shock pro�les in
Section � In Section �� estimators for the error of the shock location are derived�
which are used to construct an adaptation of the step size in Subsection ����
Finally� in Section �� three numerical examples are presented�

�which includes shocks and contact discontinuities






� The Problem

Let us consider the scalar equation

ut � f�u�x � q�u����

where u�x� t�� f�u�� q�u� � lR and x � lR� t � 	� We study the Riemann problem
on the time interval �tn� tn��� with

u�x� tn� �

�
uL� x � �

uR� x � �
��
�

We consider entropy solutions consisting of two states that only depend on the
time t� We want these states to be the left and right state of a Riemann problem
because we are only interested in the interaction between the source and the
shock� Consequently� the solution u�x� t� of ���� �
� should be

u�x� t� �

�
uL�t�� x � ��t�

uR�t�� x � ��t�
� t � �tn� tn�����

such that the two states are separated by a shock curve ��t�� ��t� is determined
by integrating the so called jump condition

���t� �
f�uL�t��� f�uR�t��

uL�t�� uR�t�
���

where we assume uL�t� �� uR�t�� This jump condition can be derived from the
weak formulation of the integral form of ���� which has to be ful�lled by the
solution of ���� To ensure that the solution �� is the entropy satisfying weak
solution� we impose the following entropy condition �cf� ���� on the discontinuity�

De�nition ��� u�x� t� de�ned by ��� is the entropy solution if the discontinuity
travelling with speed ���t� given by ��� has the property that

f�u� � f�uL�t��

u� uL�t�
� ���t� �

f�u� � f�uR�t��

u� uR�t�
���

for all u between uL�t� and uR�t��

Remark ��� In fact� one of the two inequalities in ��� with ���t� on one side
su	ces because they are equivalent�

The exact solution of ���� �
� is given explicitely in Subsection ���

The numerical solution of ��� is computed using a time splitting method� which
means that in each time step the homogeneous conservation law

ut � f�u�x � 	���





and the ODE

ut � q�u����

are solved separately� To describe the numerical approximations we use the
following notations�
The spatial mesh points are denoted by xj � j�x with j � ZZ� �x is the spatial
step size� Likewise� tn with n � IN �f	g stands for the discrete time levels� �t

is the step size in time so that tn�� � tn��t� The step sizes �x and�t have to
ful�l the CFL�stability�condition� For a three�point�scheme� the CFL�condition
reads

CFL �� jmaxff ��u�gj
�t

�x
� �����

where we introduced the parameter CFL� The discrete numerical solution uni at
time tn can be interpreted as the mean value of the cell i� �xi�

�
��x� xi�

�
��x��

of an approximate solution un�x� to u�x� tn�

uni �
�

�x

Z xi�
�
�
�x

xi�
�
�
�x

un�x�dx����

Furthermore� un may denote the discrete numerical solution at time level tn�
un�x� or u�x� tn�� u

n
L and unR are the numerical approximations of uL�tn� and

uR�tn�� respectively� Finally� �n is the location of the discontinuity at time tn
of the numerical solution� and ��tn� is the location of the discontinuity at time
tn of the exact solution of ����
The solution operator for the ODE is called Lq��t� and the one for the ho�
mogeneous conservation law Lf ��t�� respectively� In the following� we denote
solutions of the homogeneous conservation law by v and solutions of the ODE
by w instead of u� the notations that were just made for u are used analogously
for v and w� This reads as follows�

� Solve wt � q�w� approximately by wn�� � Lq��t�wn�

� solve vt � f�v�x � 	 approximately by vn�� � Lf ��t�vn�

Here each of the solution operators Lq��t� and Lf ��t� may denote either a
discrete or a continuous operator between two function spaces�
Lq��t� may be the exact or an approximate solution operator with incremental
function �� � depends on the numerical solution at the time levels tn and�or
tn��� on the time step �t and on the source q� We write shortly

wn��
j � Lq��t�wn � wn

j ��t��wn
j ����	�

�



Lf ��t� is assumed to be exact or to be a consistent and conservative solu�

tion operator of the form vn��j � vnj � �t
�x

h
Fn
j��

�

� Fn
j��

�

i
with numerical �ux

function Fj� �
�
�

As we want to investigate local errors of the location of the discontinuity� which
occur in a time step �tn� tn���� we assume the numerical solution unj at time
level n to ful�l the following properties corresponding to the exact solution�
The �rst assumption is that

�x

KX
j�J

unj �

Z xK� �
�
�x

xJ�
�
�
�x

u�x� tn�dx����

and

unL � uL�tn�� unR � uR�tn����
�

hold� Additionally� we still denote the solution of the homogeneous conservation
law by v instead of u� with initial data v�x� tn� � u�x� tn�� vL�tn� � uL�tn� and
vR�tn� � uR�tn� �
If Lf ��t� is not the exact solution operator then the numerical solution may
be smeared�out� Therefore

we assume that the numerical solution � as the exact solution
� takes the constant values unL resp� unR on both sides of some
interval �xnL� x

n
R� that contains the discontinuity�

���

The interval �xnl � x
n
R� will be referred to as the region of smearing �

� Scalar Example

In this Section we consider an example that agrees with the assumptions made
in Section 
� It is Burgers� equation with a piece�wise linear source term� In
order to see what in�uence the source term may have on the part of the error
that is due to smearing when the source is getting sti�� the initial data are
chosen such that the local splitting error is equal to zero� For relative large step
sizes wrong shock speeds are obtained�
The equation reads

ut � �
�



u��x � ���u� a�u������

where � � 	 and

a�u� ��

�
�� u � 	�
�

	� u � 	�
�
�����

�



The initial data de�ne a Riemann problem

u�x� 	� �

�
�� x � 	

	� x � 	
�����

With the given initial data the source is equal to zero on both sides of the shock
and the entropy condition ��� is ful�lled� In conclusion� the exact solution is

u�x� t� � u�x�
�



t� 	������

Remark ��� In 
��� a linear advection equation with a source term ��u�u �
���u� ��� is investigated� It is stated that wrong shock speeds occur because of
the inuence of the source on intermediate values of a smeared�out shock pro�le�
The source term considered here has similar properties in that it shifts values of
u that are greater than or equal to ���� towards � and values that are less than
���� towards �� The point of discontinuity of q does not cause trouble because
if the ODE �ut � q��u� has to be solved then a��u� only depends on the initial �u
� and �u that are at one time less than ���� will forever stay smaller than �����
The analogous statement is valid for �u that are greater than or equal to �����
This will be shown in Subsection ���� Consequently� for given initial data the
source will never become discontinuous while integrating the ODE�

The numerical solution is computed using the Strang splitting� The temporal
step size is determined by the CFL�condition� The homogeneous conservation
law is solved by using the upwind scheme and the ODE is solved by using the
implicit Euler scheme� un��i only depends on the relative time Trel �� ��t and
the initial data for �xed CFL� As the numerical solution does not depend on
�t but on Trel� we �x the step sizes in the following computations� and vary
only the relative time Trel� We get the following results �see Fig� ���

� For Trel small the shock speed is correct�

� If we increase Trel� the shock speed becomes wrong�

� If Trel is large enough� two phenomena occur�

� For ratios of the step sizes �t
�x � 	�� the discontinuity does not move

at all�

� For �t
�x

� 	�� the discontinuity moves one grid cell per time step�

��� Explanation of the Phenomena

The phenomena shown in the previous subsection for the scalar example occur
because of the smearing of the shock pro�le� To see this� let us look at the single
steps of the Strang splitting procedure �see Fig� 
��

�



Figure �� Shock curves of the numerical solutions for di�erent Trel where �t

and �x are �xed with �t
�x

� 	��� resp� �t
�x

� 	���� and �t � 	�	��

�t
�x � 	���� �t

�x � 	����
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� � Trel � 	�				� � 
 � Trel � 	�	� �  � Trel � � � � � Trel � �		�

� In the �rst step Lq�
�
��t� is applied � nothing happens� q�uni � � 	 	i�

� In the second step the upwind scheme produces one intermediate value�
For ratios �t

�x � 	�� this value is less than 	�
� and for �t
�x � 	�� it is

greater than 	�
��

We consider the �rst case�

� For �t
�x � 	�� the intermediate value is less than 	�
� so that Lq�

�
��t�

shifts this value towards zero�

To understand the inuence of the source term� let us consider the ODE

�ut�t� � ����u�t� � a��u�t���� �u�	� � u	�����

�u�t� is attracted by a�u	� and a��u�t�� � a�u	�� �u�t� reads

�u�t� �

�
u	e

��t � u	 � 	�
�

�� ��� u	�e��t � u	 � 	�
�
�����

� In the next time step Lq�
�
��t� is applied �rst� The intermediate value is

again shifted towards zero�

If Trel is large enough� the intermediate value is shifted so close to zero that
after one time step the discontinuity has not moved at all� The case �t

�x � 	��
behaves analogously�

�



Figure 
� The three steps of the Strang splitting �over one time step� for Trel �
�		 and �t
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� Estimator for the Error of the Shock Speed

��� Smeared�out Shock Pro�les and the Equal Area Rule

Firstly� we show that numerically a shock pro�le has in general to be represented
by a smeared solution� Let us therefore consider a homogeneous conservation
law� We assume that the mesh points xj are chosen in such a way that at time
tn the discontinuity lies on a cell boundary� Now we de�ne

vnj �
�

�x

Z xj� �
�
�x

xj�
�
�
�x

v�x� tn�dx��
	�

From consistency and conservativity we have

�x

KX
j�J

vn��j �

Z xK� �
�
�x

xJ�
�
�
�x

v�x� tn���dx��
��

Now we can say that� in general� ��tn��� will not coincide with a cell boundary�
To see this� one can argue as follows� Assume ��tn��� would coincide with a cell
boundary� Then the numerical shock speed would always be an integer multiple
of �x

�t
even if �x
 	� Since we usually �x the ratio �x

�t
� we will in general not

have convergence to the correct shock speed�
So if �n�� does not coincide with a cell boundary there must be at least one
value vn��j�

not equal to vn��L or vn��R because of �
���

As we have seen� in numerical solutions shocks may be smeared�out� If we want
to measure errors of the shock location� we have to de�ne for any numerical

�



solution where this shock location has to be� This will be achieved by using
the equal area rule� But before we go into details of the equal area rule� let us
introduce some notations and properties concerning the solution of our Riemann
problem and the smeared�out discontinuity�
We consider Riemann problems with an entropy solution of the form ��� If the
discontinuity is smeared�out in the numerical solution then there are values of
unj which are not equal to unL or unR near the discontinuity� For each time level
n� we de�ne indices kl�n�� kr�n� such that

�kl�n� � I � xkl�n � �n � unj � unL� j  kl�n�� j � ZZ

�kr�n� � I � xkr�n � �n � unj � unR� j � kr�n�� j � ZZ�
�

�

As we do not stress on the boundary treatment� we just consider a sub�domain
I of the computational domain with

I � fJ� J � �� � � � �Kg � ZZ�

Of course� the computational domain has to be so much larger than I that all
values of unj to be inserted into the �ux functions Fn

J� �
�

and Fn
K� �

�

are known�

We demand that the boundaries of the considered domain I � fJ� J��� � � � �Kg
are away far enough from the discontinuity so that

kl�n� ��� kr�n� �� � I��
�

Remark that kl�n � �� resp� kr�n� �� di�er at least the width of the stencil of
Lf ��t� from kl�n� resp� kr�n��
Let us now come back to the equal area rule� With ��� ����� ��
�� ���� and

xnL �� xkl�n �
�



�x� xnR �� xkr�n �

�



�x

we have

�x

kr�nX
j�kl�n

unj �

Z xnR

xn
L

u�x� tn�

� ���tn�� xnL�uL�tn� � �xnR � ��tn��uR�tn�

� ���tn�� xnL�u
n
L � �xnR � ��tn��u

n
R��
��

This means� that with �
��

�x

kr�nX
j�kl�n

unj � ��n � xnL�u
n
L � �xnR � �n�unR�
��

gives �n exactly� Notice that only �n is unknown so that �
�� can be solved for
the numerical shock location �n� Equation �
�� corresponds to the equal area

�
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Figure � Correct shock position obtained by equal area rule

rule� We de�ne the shock location for any numerical solution by �
��� The equal
area rule says that the di�erence area �� cf� Fig�� between the smeared�out and
the sharp solution pro�le has to be equal to di�erence area 
�
If the homogeneous conservation law is solved then� as in �
��� it follows with
�
�� that the equal area rule gives the shock location also at time tn�� exactly�

Lemma ��� Assume that the homogeneous conservation law ��� should be solved
for one time step with initial data given by ��� and the entropy condition ���
ful�lled� Let vnj be a discrete approximation to these initial data satisfying ����
and vnL � uL�tn�� v

n
R � uR�tn�� If a conservative scheme with a consistent ux

is used to solve ��� numerically then

� vn��L � vnL and vn��R � vnR�

� the discontinuity is propagated exactly due to conservation if its location
is determined by the equal area rule ����

� thus the correct shock position is obtained�

For inhomogneous conservation laws the equal area rule means that the produc�
tion of the source over some temporal and spatial domain should be the same
for the numerical smeared�out and the sharp solution� To make this more clear�
assume now that the inhomogeneous conservation law ut� f�u�x � q�u� should
be solved for one time step� Let us therefore consider the integral form of the
inhomogeneous conservation law

Z xK� �
�
�x

xJ�
�
�
�x

u�x� tn���dx �

Z xK� �
�
�x

xJ�
�
�
�x

u�x� tn�dx

�

�Z tn��

tn

f�u�xK �
�



�x� t��dt �

Z tn��

tn

f�u�xJ �
�



�x� t��dt

�

�

Z tn��

tn

Z xK� �
�
�x

xJ�
�
�
�x

q�u�x� t��dx dt��
��

�	



Here the integration is carried out over one time interval and over the considered
spatial computational domain�
From the physical point of view one should demand that the integrals of the
�uxes as well as the integral of the source have to be modelled accurately� For
the homogeneous conservation law the integrals of the �uxes at the boundary
of the considered computational domain I are modelled even exactly by a con�
sistent and conservative numerical scheme� Modelling the integral of the source
accurately means that the production of the source over the considered time
and spatial domain should be about the same in the numerical and in the exact
solution�
The more accurate those integrals are modelled the smaller is the di�erence

Z xK� �
�
�x

xJ�
�
�
�x

u�x� tn��� � �x

KX
j�J

un��j ��
��

If the numerical shock location is de�ned by �
�� then the error of the numerical
shock location depends on �
�� and is zero for �
�� equal to zero�

��� Local Error of the Shock Location

In this section the local error of the shock location is analysed for a scalar
Riemann problem� One can interpret the local error of the shock location as
coming from two parts� one part introduced by the  splitting and another
occurring because of  smeared�out shock pro�les � The numerical solution is
computed using the Strang splitting

un�� � Lq�
�



�t�Lf ��t�Lq�

�



�t�un��
��

Each time one of the solution operators is applied� a change of the shock location
is introduced� The following graph illustrates our notations of the intermediate
solutions and the parts of the local errors over one time step of the Strang
splitting�

un
Lq� ���t
�
 un�

�
�

Lf ��t
�
 !un�

�
�

Lq� ���t
�
 un��

���
���

���

��� ��f ���

The numerical shock location changes over one time step by

��num ����� ���f ����

and the change of the shock location of the exact solution is denoted by��exact�
So the formula for the local error of the shock location calculates as

E �� ��num ���exact � ��� ���� ���f ���exact�
��

��



If there would be no smearing then ��� � ��� � 	� This can be seen as
follows� If we apply Lq�

�
��t� to a solution with no smearing then Lq�

�
��t� only

changes the quantities uL�t� and uR�t�� This means that Lq�
�
��t� does not

cause a change of the shock location�

uLq�eps
�	
 � �
 mm

u

x x

u
u

u

L

R

Lq

We call

��� ���� the parts of the error due to smearing

��f ���exact �� Espl the error due to splitting
�	�

Notice that for exact solution operators Lf ��t� and Lq�
�
��t� the shock pro�le

is not smeared�out� Therefore we also call the error due to splitting Espl given
in �	� the local splitting error �
To make it more clear how the changes of the shock location develop if one of
the solution operators is applied� we look again at one time step of the Strang
splitting procedure�

� We start with the numerical solution un which is assumed to have a
smeared�out shock pro�le�

un�eps
�� � �� mm

u

x

un

�n

The shock location is determined by the equal area rule�

� Then Lq�
�
��t� is applied� We get un�

�
� �

usd��eps
�
 � �
 mm

u

x

���

�n�
�
�

un

un�
�
�

�n

�




Lq works on the values on the left and on the right sides of the shock but it
also works on the intermediate values� This causes a change of the shock
pro�le and therefore� in general� a change of the shock location� ����
Consequently� ��� arises because of smearing�

� Now Lf ��t� is applied and we get !un�
�
� �

usdf�eps
�	� � �� mm

u

x

!un�
�
�

un�
�
�

��f
!�n�

�
��n�

�
�

Lf ��t� changes the shock location due to conservation � according to

the values u
n� �

�

L � u
n� �

�

R � The change of the shock location is denoted by
��f �

� Again Lq�
�
�
�t� is applied� We get un���

usd��eps
�	� � �� mm

u

x

���

!un�
�
�

�n��

un��

!�n�
�
�

The change of the shock location is denoted by ����

��� Riemann Problem with Source Term

We consider problem ���� �
� with entropy condition ��� satis�ed� We show
that the exact solution of this problem can be given explicitly� We need this to
compare it to the numerical approximation� We solve equation ��� by integrating
along characteristics� One can easily see that all the characteristics starting at
time tn on the left side of the discontinuity � are curves with the same shape that
can be matched on each other by translation in x�direction� and that the same
is true for all the characteristics starting on the right side of the discontinuity�
Characteristic lines are given by �x�x	� t�� t� and x�x	� t� has to satisfy

dx�x	� t�

dt
� f ��u�x� t��� x�x	� tn� � x	����

�



Along such a curve �x�x	� t�� t� u ful�ls

d

dt
u�x�x	� t�� t� � ux�x�x	� t�� t�

dx

dt
� ut�x�x	� t�� t�

� q�u�x�x	� t�� t����
�

Lemma ��� Let x�x	� t�� u�x�x	� t�� t� with t � �tn� tn���� x	 � � be a solution
of ����� ���� with x�x	� tn� � x	� Then for x� � �

x�x�� t� � x�x	� t� � �x� � x	���

u�x�x�� t�� t� � u�x�x	� t�� t����

is also a solution of ����� ���� with

x�x�� tn� � x����

The same is valid for x	� x� � ��

Proof� ��� is trivially satis�ed due to ��� and by ��� we have �
�� From
�� it follows that

dx�x�� t�

dt
�

dx�x	� t�

dt

and hence using ��� again we have ���� �

What we see from Lemma ��
 is that there exist two states that only depend
on the time t

uL�t� �� u�x�x	� t�� t� for x	 � ����

and

uR�t� �� u�x�x	� t�� t� for x	 � �����

The two states and the characteristics are obtained from simultaneously solving
��� and �
�� But of course we can solve these equations in a much easier
fashion�
uL�t� can be obtained by simply solving

duL�t�

dt
� q�uL�t�����

with uL�tn� � uL� To compute the characteristics� one has to solve the problem

dx�x	� t�

dt
� f ��uL�t��� x�x	� tn� � x	����

One proceeds in the same way for uR�t��
Now we are ready to state Theorem ���

��



Theorem ��� Let uL� uR and � be the quantities given in ��� and let t �
�tn� tn���� uL�t� and uR�t� are supposed to be two solutions of ���� with uL�tn� �
uL and uR�tn� � uR� Also� let ��t� be the solution of ��� with ��tn� � ��
Furthermore assume that the entropy condition ��� is ful�lled�
Then u�x� t� given by ��� is the weak entropy solution of ���� ����

Notice that the whole solution is known� Since the right hand side of ��� is
known� we can just integrate ��� and demand ��tn� � � to obtain ��t�� This
means that we can compute the whole solution exactly even with a source term�
The following two lemmata contain continuity statements for uL�t�� uR�t� and
��t��

Lemma ��� Let q�w� be a �n����times continuously di�erentiable function of
w� but at least continuous� with w� q�w� � lR� Suppose w�t� to be a solution of
����� i�e� w�t� satis�es

dw�t�

dt
� q�w�t����	�

Then w�t� is n�times continuously di�erentiable�

Lemma ��	 Let f�u� be n�times and let q�u� be �n����times continuously dif�
ferentiable� with n � � resp� q at least continuous� with u� f�u�� q�u� � lR�
Furthermore let t � �tn� tn��� and suppose uL�t� and uR�t� to be two solutions
of ���� with uL�t� �� uR�t��
Then ���t� de�ned by ��� is n�times continuously di�erentiable�

The proofs of Lemmata ��� and ��� follow by di�erentiating�

��� Local Splitting Error

In this subsection we analyse the local splitting error Espl � ��f � ��exact�
With the abbreviation

h�v� w� ��
f�v� � f�w�

v �w
����

we can write the jump condition ��� as

h�uL�t�� uR�t�� � ���t����
�

We also use the abbreviation

h�	�v� w� ��
�h�v� w�

�v
� h	��v� w� ��

�h�v� w�

�w
����

The second derivatives are de�ned analogously� e�g� h�	�v� w� means that the
function h�v� w� is di�erentiated twice with respect to the �rst argument�

��



Additionally� let �n
L �� ��unL� for the incremental function � de�ned in ��	��

and let �n
R be de�ned analogously�

To compute the local splitting error we have to investigate ��f and ��exact�
Let us consider ��f �rst� ��f solves the homogeneous equation ���� As the
shock speed is constant for the homogeneous conservation law and by Lemma ���
it follows that

��f � �t h�u
n� �

�

L � u
n��

�

R ������

On the other hand� the change of the shock location of the exact solution can
be written as

��exact �

Z tn��

tn

���t�dt �

Z tn��

tn

h�uL�t�� uR�t��dt�����

Expansion and comparison give the following results�

Theorem ��
 Let the conditions of Theorem ��� be ful�lled� Furthermore as�
sume f to be three times and q to be at least twice continuously di�erentiable�
Request that Lf ��t� is a consistent and conservative solution operator and let
Lq��t� be either the exact or an approximate solution operator with a local dis�
cretisation error of the order p � � with p � �� In the last case q has to be
p�times continuously di�erentiable� We assume the numerical solution at time
tn to ful�l ���� and unL � uL�tn�� unR � uR�tn��
Then the local splitting error Espl is

Espl � �
�



� ���t� �h�	�u

n
L� u

n
R� q�u

n
L� � h	��u

n
L� u

n
R� q�u

n
R� �

�O�Ch���t�� � KqO�Cu�p��Ch�u�tp�������

Espl � �t�
�
h�	�u

n
L� u

n
R� �

�



�n
L � �q�unL��

� h	��u
n
L� u

n
R� �

�



�n
R � �q�unR��

�
� O�Ch���t������

Espl � �
�


�
�t�

d�h�u
n� �

�

L � u
n��

�

R �

dt�

�O�Ch���t
� � KqO�Cu�p��Ch�u�tp�������

where � � �	� ��� The constant Kq is given by

Kq �

�
	 � Lq exact

� � else
�

d�h�u
n� �

�

L � u
n��

�

R �

dt�
means the following� The function h�uL�t�� uR�t�� is di�eren�

tiated twice with respect to t� where the derivatives of uL� uR with respect to t are

��



written in terms of q�uL�� q�uR�� This gives an expression of
d�h�uL�t�� uR�t��

dt�

in terms of uL and uR� Then insert the values u
n� �

�

L resp� u
n� �

�

R �

The constants Cu�k depend on the kth derivative of u with respect to t� Ch�uM

depend on mixed derivatives of order M of h with respect to the �rst and second
argument� and Ch�k depend on the kth derivative of h with respect to t � in the

sense as it is described for d�h
dt� �

The error�estimates are the most interesting if the source term is sti�� This
means that the time scale of the source term is much faster than the time scale
of the �uid dynamics� This again corresponds to the fact that the absolute
eigenvalues of the �linearized� source are much larger than the absolute eigen�
values of the �linearized� �uid dynamics� Therefore we may request that the
source ful�ls

q�m �� ��q�m with �q�m � O���� � � �	���� m � 	� �� 
� � � �����

q�m denotes the mth derivative of q with respect to u� Using this assumption
we treat all derivatives of uL�t� and uR�t� as being of order O��� whereas all the
other terms are treated as being of order O���� Then the constants in Theorem
��� can be estimated as

Cu�k � O��k�� k � �� 
� � p� �

Ch�uM � O���

Ch�� � O����

These estimates follow by applying the chain rule for di�erentiating and� if
necessary� induction� Here we used Cu�� � O����� �O��p�tp� � O���� p � 	�

��� In	uence of Smearing

In this subsection we want to analyse the parts ��� and ��� of the local error
of the shock location which are due to smearing� The analysis is done for ���
and can be carried out analogously for ����
Remember that the interval �xnL� x

n
R� was de�ned to be the region of smearing

and kl�n�� kr�n� are given by �

�� With u
n� �

�

j � Lq�
�
��t�unj it follows that

�xnL� x
n
R� can also be taken as region of smearing for un�

�
� �

Applying the equal area rule �
�� to u
n� �

�

j and unj � building the di�erence of
these two equations � and using

�n�
�
� � �n ������	�

��



gives

��� �
h
�x

kr�nX
j�kl�n

�u
n� �

�

j � unj � � ��n � xnL��u
n� �

�

L � unL�

��xnR � �n��u
n� �

�

R � unR�
i
�
h
u
n� �

�

L � u
n� �

�

R

i
�����

To compute �n� the values unj have to be inserted into the equal area rule �
��
explicitly� Consequently� we want to write ���� only in terms of unj so that the

values u
n� �

�

j do not need to be inserted to compute ���� To do this we denote
uj�t� to be the exact solution of the ODE

wt � q�w�� t � �tn� tn �
�



�t� with w�tn� � unj��
�

so that by means of Taylor series expansion we get

uj�tn �
�



�t�� unj � 	�unj � � O��t�Cu������

with

	�u� ��
�t



q�u� �

�t�

�
q��u�q�u������

Cu�� depends on the second derivatives of q with respect to t�
Using the incremental step function �� we have

u
n� �

�

j � unj �
�t



��unj ������

We use the abbreviation �n
L �� ��unL�� and �n

R de�ned analogously� Then
expansions give the following results by using ���� ���� in �����

Theorem ��� Let the conditions of Theorem ��� be ful�lled� The numerical
solution may be smeared�out� Then� with �n de�ned by �����

��� �
h
�x

kr�nX
kl�n

	�unj � � ��n � xnL�	�u
n
L� � �xnR � �n�	�unR�

i

�
h
unL � unR � 	�unL�� 	�unR�

i
�O��xnR � xnL�Cu���t�� � KqO��xnR � xnL�Cu�p���tp�������

��� �
�t
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i

�
h
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where Cu�p�� is de�ned analogously to Cu�� and Kq is the same as in Theo�
rem ����

If we replace unj by !u
n� �

�

j we get ����

In order to make clear the e�ect of sti� source terms on the errors of the shock
location� condition ���� was introduced in Subsection ���� If we assume ����
here we can argue in a similar manner to get

Cu�k � O��k�� k � � p� ��

��
 Estimators

In general� the structure of the solution is not as simple as in the analysis of
the scalar Riemann problem� In the case where a solution has a shock that is
not interacting with another shock in the considered time interval� we have to
de�ne a region of smearing of the discontinuity in order to approximate the local
error of the shock location� This region of smearing at time tn is denoted by
�xkl�n �

�
��x� xkr�n �

�
��x� where the indices kl�n�� kr�n� are in the general

case no longer given by �

�� but have to be de�ned suitably for each speci�c
problem� Next� use this region of smearing to approximate the values unl � u

n
r

on the left and on the right sides of the discontinuity� One way to proceed is to
approximate the values unl � u

n
r by the values of the solution at the boundary of

the region of smearing� unl �� unkl�n and unr �� unkr�n� Now those values can be
inserted into the error�formula which gives us approximated local errors of the
shock location�
All the numerical experiments shown in this thesis� except of the scalar examples
where the solution is piece�wise constant� use this approach�
All estimators neglect the higher order terms in the error�formulae�

Application to Systems

To apply the estimators for the scalar equation to a system of hyperbolic con�
servation laws with source terms� de�ne each of the parts of the local error of
the location of a discontinuity for each equation of the system separately� Con�
sequently� the local error of the location of the discontinuity can be computed
for each of the conservative �we call them so although there is a source present�
variables� So the results of the scalar case can be applied to each single equation
of the system by taking into account that one works with vectors now�
We consider numerical approximations of exact solutions having a discontinuity
between two states connected by a p�shock that satis�es the Rankine�Hugoniot
jump conditions and the entropy condition� This discontinuity should not inter�
act with another one in the considered time interval� One way to approximate
the local error of the location of the discontinuity in such a case is analogous
to the scalar case� De�ne a region of smearing �xkl �

�
��x� xkr �

�
��x� through

��



one of the conservative variables �depending on the problem� and use this to
approximate the vectors UL� UR on the left and on the right side of the dis�
continuity� For each of the equations of the system insert those values into the
equation for the local errors of a scalar equation�
To compute the local splitting error� the Rankine�Hugoniot jump conditions are
used� Due to numerical inaccuracies and depending on how the values UL� UR
are chosen in the numerical solution� the jump conditions may not be ful�lled
exactly� We mention one possible way to proceed�
Approximate UL� UR by UL �� Ukl and UR �� Ukr even if those values do not
ful�l the jump conditions exactly� As a consequence of the analysis being done
for a piece�wise constant scalar solution� the local error of the location of the
discontinuity is approximated in a rather rough way� Therefore it need not to
be required that values UL� UR ful�lling the jump conditions exactly are used
� they are an approximation� anyway�
In the numerical experiments of this paper only this approach is used�

��� Adaptation

In Subsections ��� and ��� we computed local errors of the location of the dis�
continuity� We want to use these error�estimates to construct an adaptation of
the step size in order to keep the relative global errors su�ciently small� There�
fore we have to �nd an upper bound B for the local error to indicate if the mesh
has to be re�ned or not�
Let us �rst investigate the in�uence of B on the relative global error� We denote
the local error of the location of the discontinuity of the nth time step for the
moment by E�n�� Our aim is to ensure that after N time steps the relative
global error Erel is smaller than a certain positive number� So if we demand
the absolute values of the local errors jE�n�j to be smaller than a certain upper
bound B

jE�n�j � B�

it follows that

�

NX
n��

jE�n�j � N B�

We de�ne an averaged speed !�� by j�N ��	j �� !��N �tmax� where �tmax is the
largest step size of the N time steps� Then the relative global error is bounded
from above by

Erel �

j
NP
n��

E�n�j

j�N � �	j


NP
n��

jE�n�j

j�N � �	j
�

B
!���tmax

�����

If
B  !���t � tol  !���tmax � tol


	



with a certain positive constant tol� then

Erel � tol �

Notice that in general� �t may change from time step to time step�

Remark ��� Of course� one would like to have B automatically chosen during
the computations� But how to automate the adaptation will not be a topic of this
paper� we will just show that the adaptation works well for appropriate bounds
B�

The adaptation works as follows� The estimated local error of the shock location
Eest is expected to be smaller than the upper bound B� If this assumption is
not satis�ed� the step size �x is bisected� �t is computed in dependence of�x�
and then the last step is repeated� Which exact value for B is going to be used
in an adaptation� is decided here on test computations�

� Examples

��� Scalar Example

In this subsection the local errors of the shock location are computed for the
scalar example presented in Section � The exact errors are compared to those
approximated with ���� and ���� by neglecting the higher order terms� Further�
more� the adaptation described in Subsection ��� is tested�
In this example� given by ����� ����� ����� the local error of the shock location
�
�� computes as

E ���num ���exact � �x
X
i

�un��i � uni ��
�



�t�����

The local errors of the shock location that are computed by using the error�
formulae ���� and ����� reduce in the considered problem to

E ���� ������	�

because with the special choice of the source term we have q�unL� � q�unR� � 	
for any n and therefore Espl � 	�
The relative �global� error after N time steps is de�ned by

Erel ��
j�N � ��tN �j

j��tN �j
�����

Table � lists the relative �global� errors Erel and the relative di�erences between
the estimated and the exact local errors in dependence of the relative time Trel�


�



Table �� Relative time Trel� relative �global� error Erel� relative maxima of
the �absolute� di�erences between the estimated and the exact local errors�
The relative time Trel is varied while the step sizes �t and �x are �xed with
CFL � ���� The solutions are computed up to time T � tN � ��

Trel Erel Di�erence

���� ������� ���	
��

���� ����
�� ��		��	

���� ���	��� ������	

���� �	���� �		��	

���� �
	
�� ������

Trel Erel Di�erence

�	�� ������� ������

���� ������ ������

�
�� ������� ��		���

���� ���
��� �������

���� ������� �������

The notation �� � � �� �� � �� is used�

The relative di�erences of the errors are the quotients of the maxima of the
�absolute� di�erences between the estimated and the exact local errors and
the maxima of the �absolute� local errors� The maxima are taken over the N
computed time steps up to time T � tN � ��
As expected� are the relative di�erences between the estimated and the exact
local errors su�ciently small� Erel can now be used to decide which value Trel
should not exceed�

Adaptation

To make the adaptation work� we have to determine an appropriate bound B
as described in Subsection ���� If we choose tol � �	� then Table � shows that
max�Trel� should not exceed 	�		�� Based on test computations� we de�ne the
upper bound for the local error to be

B �� 	�� � �t � c	 � 	�	� � c	 ��

���
�	

�� b  

b� �  b  �

b� �� �  b

where b denotes the number of bisections� Notice that the factor 	�� is the shock
speed of the exact solution� c	 � 	�	� corresponds to the constant tol�
If during the adaptation estimated local error of the shock location Eest is not
smaller than the upper bound B� then the step sizes �t and �x are bisected so
that the ratio �t

�x stays constant� We computed the solution up to time T � �
for � � �	� Table 
 lists the numerical results�
Each of the resulting step sizes is not larger than twice the smallest of them� and
the relative error remains less than ��"� Also� one can see that the resulting
Trel is smaller than 	�	� and thus gives su�ciently correct solutions� see Fig� ��
This shows that the adaptation works well for this example�







Table 
� Number of bisections b and time steps N � the resulting smallest �t�
and the relative error of the shock location for various step sizes �t	 at time
t � 	� The solutions are computed up to time T � � for � � �	 and CFL � ����

�t	 b N �t Erel

	�	� � ��	� ��
�			� ��		�
��

	��	 � 
��� ���
�	� ����
��
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�		 �
 ��	� ����
��� ��
��	���

The following notation is used� ��	 � � �� ��	 � �	�

��� The Combustion Model

We consider a simpli�ed model for the inviscid reacting compressible Euler
equations in one space dimension� This model is a �
 � 
� � system� given by
Burgers� equation coupled to a chemical kinetics equation� It has analogues to
the structure of reacting shock pro�les �see �
� or ��� for more details�� In �
� it is
recommended to use these simpli�ed model equations for testing and developing
numerical codes that have to handle shock phenomena in reacting gases�
The equations for the simpli�ed combustion model are given by

ut � �
�



u� � q	Z�x � 	��
�

Zx � ��u�Z���

with initial data

u�x� 	� �

�
��	� x � 	

�	��� x � 	
�����

We use ignition temperature kinetics with ��u� given by

��u� �

�
�� u � 	

	� u � 	
�

Z is the mass fraction of unburned gas with limx�� Z�x� t� � �� The x�
coordinate in ��� represents the distance from the reaction zone� u can be
interpreted as a lumped variable with some features of pressure or temperature�
cf� �
�� We set q	 � 	��� where q	 is the heat release�
The data given by ���� initiate a shock wave that raises u above 	 which causes
the reaction to start� In the reaction zone that follows the mass fraction of
unburnt gas decreases as long as the gas is getting burnt� As time passes a






combustion spike develops and a travelling wave solution evolves� The solution
structure shows a reaction rate that is zero ahead of the shock and �nite behind
it� This structure is analogous to the solution structure of the reacting Euler
equations considered in Chapter ���
The detonation wave has the internal structure of an ordinary shock wave fol�
lowed by a reaction zone� The shock wave has to satisfy the Rankine�Hugoniot
jump condition� This jump condition states that the speed of the combustion
wave with the left and right states given by ���� is ���	� � 	��� at time t � 	�
The shock wave raises u from u� � �	�� to a left state upeak� If the travelling
wave solution has evolved with the �xed speed ���t� � 	�� then by again using
the jump condition ���upeak � u�� � ���u

�
peak �

�
�u

�
�� we have for the left state

upeak � 
���
Figure � shows a reference solution�

Figure �� Reference solution of the simpli�ed combustion model showing u� Z at
time T � �	 and the shock curve� The step sizes are �t � 	�		� with �t

�x � ����
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The numerical solution is computed using the Strang splitting where the equa�
tions

ut � �
�



u��x � 	����

Zx � ��u�Z����

ut � q	��u�Z����

are solved separately in each time step� ���� is solved with an upwind scheme�
c�f� ��
�� ���� is solved by trapezoidal approximation of the integral in the exact
solution formula� c�f� �
��

Zi � Zi��e
�
�x

�
���uj�����uj� i � J� J � �� � � � �K# ZK � ��

Here the superscripts denoting the time level were omitted� To solve ���� with
�xed Z we use

ut �

�
const � 	� for the initial data u	 � 	

	� else�


�



which means that ��u� remains constant� Using this result we solve equation
���� exactly� We solve ���� �rst and then ����� and combining the solution
operators for these two equations in this way gives Lq�

�
��t��

The numerical solution shows the following behaviour of the combustion wave
speeds for di�erent step sizes �t and �x with �t

�x
� 	���� see Fig� ��

� For �t small the shock speed is correct�

� If we increase �t� the shock speed becomes slower than the correct speed�

� If �t is large enough� the shock speed remains unchanged� ���t� � ���	� �
	����

This phenomenon occurs because the combustion spike of the solution decreases
when the step size is increased�

Remark 	�� In 
�� another kind of spurious solution for the same example is
obtained for large step sizes� Other solution operators and somewhat di�erent
data are used� These spurious solutions exhibit a bifurcating wave pattern as it
also appears for the reacting Euler equations� see Chapter ����

Figure �� Numerical solution of the simpli�ed combustion model showing u after
�			 time steps and the shock curve for di�erent �t�
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Errors of the Shock Location

The solution pro�le is not piece�wise constant so that this error can only be
approximated� The solution exhibits a shock wave where the right state equals
the initially given right state and where the left state corresponds to the com�
bustion peak� The variable Z begins to decrease just after the shock wave� To
approximate��� and ��� we have to de�ne xkl�n� xkr�n for the region of the
smearing� This is done by prescribing kl�n� and kr�n� as

kl�n� � unkl�n � max
i�I

uni and kr�n� �� minfi � I juni � �	�� g�

We approximate Z by Z � � over the region of the smearing �xkl�n� xkr�n��
Finally� we estimate the local error of the shock location by

Eest � j���� �����j�
�

�
q	�t�����

where ���� resp� ���� denote the approximations to ��� resp� ����

Adaptation

Now we want to test if an adaptation of the step size based on Eest ���� gives
satisfactory results� The aim is to keep the relative global errors of the shock
location su�ciently small� The adaptation works as described in Subsection ����
If Eest is not smaller than a certain upper bound B� the step sizes �t and �x

are bisected so that the ratio �t
�x

stays constant� and then the last time step is
repeated�


�



Based on test computations� we set the upper bound for the local error to be

B �� 	�	� � �t�

Furthermore� we estimate the relative �global� error of the shock location by

�Erel �

PN
n�� Eest�n�

j�N j

where Eest�n� denotes the approximate local error of the nth time step�
The solutions are computed up to time T � tN � �	� Table  lists the numerical
results�

Table � Number of bisections b and time steps N � the resulting smallest �t�
and �Erel for various step sizes �t	 at time t � 	� The solutions are computed
up to time T � tN � �	 and �t

�x � �
��

�t	 b N �t �Erel

	�� � ��� ��
�		�
 ���	��


��	 � 
��	 ��	�
��
 ����	�



�	 � 
��	 ��	�
��
 ����	�
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The following notation is used� ��	 � � �� ��	 � �	�

Each of the resulting step sizes is smaller than twice the smallest of them� and
the approximate relative errors remain less than 	��"� Also� one can see that
the resulting step sizes yield su�ciently correct solutions� see Fig� ��

��� The Reacting Euler Equations

In this subsection the adaptation is applied to the one�dimensional inviscid re�
acting compressible Euler equations� The solution of those equations shows a
detonation wave where the chemical reaction is taking place very much faster
than the �uid �ows� Numerical solutions of those equations exhibit an un�
physical bifurcating wave pattern for large step sizes� where a precursor weak
detonation wave is moving with a speed of one grid cell per time step� cf� �
��
In our model equations for a reacting mixture the following simplifying assump�
tions are made� see ���� ����� There are only two species present� unburnt gas and
burnt gas� The unburnt gas is converted to burnt gas by a one�step irreversible
chemical reaction� Furthermore� the speci�c heats at constant pressure are as�
sumed to be equal and constant and the gas mixtures should behave like ideal
gases with the same gas constant 
� Finally� e�ects of di�usion are ignored�


�



Under these assumptions the model is described by the inviscid reacting com�
pressible Euler equations �
��

Ut � F �U �x � Q�U � �����

where

U �



BBBB�
�

�u

�E

�Z

�
CCCCA F �U � �



BBBB�
�u

�u� � p

�uE � up

�uZ

�
CCCCA Q�U � �



BBBB�

	

	

	

��K�T �Z

�
CCCCA �

Here we have density �� �uid velocity u� total energy E � e � u�

� � q	Z� mass
fraction of unburnt gas Z� constant amount of heat released per unit mass
by the chemical reaction q	� speci�c internal energy e� pressure p � �
 � ���e�
temperature T � p

� R
M

� Boltzmann�s gas constant R� molecular weightM � speci�c

heat at constant density c�� and gas constant 
 � R
c�

� ��

We use ignition temperature kinetics such that

K�T � �

�
K	� T � T	

	� T � T	 �
��	�

with T	 the ignition temperature and K	 the reaction rate�
Of special interest is a detonation that spontaneously emerges from the process
of combustion itself� It belongs in a series of important cases to the Chapman�
Jouguet �C�J� point �
����� The initial data are piece�wise constant� de�ning a
C�J detonation�

�p	� �	� u	� Z	� � x � 	 pre�shock state

�p�� ��� u�� Z�� � x  	 post�shock state�
����

The pre�shock state corresponds to 
�" ozone and ��" oxygen at roughly room
temperature� The data are�

variables pre�shock state post�shock state

p � g
cm sec� � 	��
� � �	� ����� � �	�

� � g
cm� � ��
		� � �	�� �����	 � �	��

u � cmsec � 	� ���	�� � �	


q	Z � cm
�

sec� � ���
� � �	� 	�

Furthermore we have R � ���� � �	� cm� g
sec� oKmol

� M � � g
mol

� 
 � ���� T	 �
�		oK� and K	 � 	���
��� � �	�	�s �


�



Numerical Solutions

The numerical solution is computed using the Strang splitting� The homo�
geneous conservation law is solved using a �ux�di�erence splitting where an
approximate Riemann solver introduced by Pandol� ��� is implemented� This
solver transforms the variables ��� �u� �E	� into the variables speed of sound�

�uid velocity� and entropy �a� u� s�� Here we use the notation E	 � e� u�

� � The
acoustic waves ���� are assumed to be locally isentropic�
The ODE Ut � Q�U � is solved by reducing the problem to the scalar equation

��q	Z�t � �K�T ���q	Z����
�

Di�erent ODE�solvers are used in order to compare the local errors of the loca�
tion of the discontinuity� The ODE�solvers are�

�� Exact integration of the linear ODE� where the temperature is held point�
wise �xed�


� Semi�implicit Euler scheme

� Explicit Euler scheme

�� Explicit Runge�Kutta method of 
� order

The numerical solutions we show here are computed using ODE�solver � �exact
integration of the linear ODE�� The spatial step size �x is varied

�x � �R	 � R	 � ���� � �	�� � � � 	�		�� � � � � �					

and in each time step the step size in time �t is determined by the CFL�
condition with CFL�number 	��� There is no other stability condition for �t�

When time evolves� a travelling wave pro�le with constant wave speed �� is being
built up� The speed of this wave is sonic relative to the gas �ow behind it� which
means that

�� � a� � u� �

r


p�

��
� u� � ��

� � �	��

We brie�y describe the structure of the physical solution� cf� ���� The actual
shock wave in the combustible starting mixture is the front of a detonation wave�
In this wave the gas is compressed and warmed up� The state immediately
behind this shock wave corresponds to the peaks one can see in the solution
pro�les of numerical solutions �here shown for pressure and density� see Fig� ��
that are computed using small step sizes� The chemical reaction starts in the
compressed gas� Heat is released� the gas expands� and its pressure decreases�
This is taking place until the combustion is completed and all of the reaction
heat is released�
For large step sizes the solution exhibits totally unphysical bifurcating wave pat�
terns with precursor numerical weak detonations �compare to �
��� All chemical


�



energy is released too soon in this precursor detonation wave� The slower mov�
ing trailing wave pro�le is an ordinary �uid dynamic shock� The numerical weak
detonation wave is always moving at the speed of one mesh point per time step�
Figure � shows the reference solution for � � 	�	� after 	� 
			� ��� �				 time
steps�

Figure �� Numerical solution of the reacting Euler equations showing density ��
pressure p and chemical energy q	Z for � � 	�	� after 	� 
			� ��� �				 time
steps�
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Figure � shows the density � and chemical energy q	Z of the numerical solutions
for small and large step sizes after 	� �		� �			 and ��		 time steps� Notice that
� � 	�	� corresponds to the reference solution shown in Fig� �� For small step
sizes the solution pro�les are still built up at these times� but for larger step
sizes this is already done� Nonetheless� the typical behaviour of the solution
computed with di�erent step sizes can clearly be seen� Because of this and
because adaptation � which is the aim of our investigations � starts with the
�rst time step� we show here the numerical results at rather early times�

Next� numerical wave speeds are investigated� The numerical solution shows

	



Figure �� Numerical solution of the reacting Euler equations showing density �

and chemical energy q	Z for small and large � after 	� �		� �			 and ��		 time
steps� The corresponding times are for � � 	�	�� 	� �����	� ���	� �����	� and
for � � �	� 	� ������ ����� ��
��
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the following behaviour� The shock speed of the precursor detonation wave is
equal to �x

�t for large time and space steps� Numerical wave speeds are listed
in Table �� For large step sizes the numerical wave speed is determined by the
formula

�� �
x���		�� x��			�

t��		� t�			
�

where x�n� denotes the location of the precursor detonation wave at time tn�

Remark 	�� For � � 	�	� and � � 	�� the solution pro�le is still being built
up between t�			 and t��		� Therefore an additional averaged wave speed is
computed for ���� and ����� time steps� where for � � 	�� CFL���� is used�
The speed of the detonation wave of the exact solution is ��exact � ��

� � �	��
cf� p� ���

Remark 	�� The half�reaction length L��� is the distance for the half comple�
tion of the reaction starting from the front of the detonation� It is often used as
a reference length�scale for detonation problems� The number of points in the
half�reaction zone is approximated here by the ratio of L�����x� where L��� is
estimated from the plots of the numerical solutions� Therefore� if the reaction

�



Table �� Numerical wave speeds �� compared to the ratio of the step sizes �x
�t

for various �� Furthermore� the approximate number of mesh points in the
half�reaction zone L��� is shown�

�
x������

�x������
t����

�t����
�� �x

�t
Pts�L���

���� ��	��� ��	����� ������� ��	����

�� ��	��� �������� ����
��� ��������

� ������ ����	��
 �������� ��
����� ���

� ��	����� �������� ������� ������� ��

� ��	����� �������	 ������� ������� �

� ��	����� �������� ������� ������� �

�
x�������
�x������

t�����
�t�����

�� �x
�t

Pts�L���

���� ��		���� �������� ���

��� �������� 


�� �
��� �	
�
�� ������� ����		�� ���

The following notation is used� ��	 � � �� ��	 � �	�

	�� see Remark ���
��� see Remark ��
�

is completed in at least one time step� no points lie in the reaction zone� which
could therefore not be recovered�

Errors of the Shock Location

The local splitting error given by ���� and ����� respectively� is approximated for
each of the single equations of the system� i�e� for i � �� � � � � �� The approximate
local splitting errors for these four equations are denoted by �E�spl� � � � �

�E
spl�
To determine the values UL� UR� kl and kr to be inserted into the error formulae�
we proceed as described in Chapter ���� Considering the density �it could also be
some other quantity showing the combustion spike�� we approximate the region
of smearing �xkl�n�

�
�
�x� xkr�n�

�
�
�x� in such a way that just the �smeared�

out� detonation wave is captured� That is we set kr�n� to be the smallest index
such that unj � unR� j � kr�n� with u �� u� � �� kl�n� � kr�n� is de�ned to be
the largest index with unkl�n � unkl�n�� and the temperature greater than the

ignition temperature� Then we set uniL �� uni jkl�n� i � �� � � � � �� where uni jkl�n

is the value of uni at location xkl�n� uniR is de�ned analogously� For !u
n��

�

i

we proceed in the same way� Then the captured wave is the one exhibited by
solutions computed with small step sizes� and in solutions computed with large
step sizes it is the one moving at the speed of one mesh cell per time step� The
so�de�ned region of smearing corresponds to that discontinuity where the source






term actually works�
In the numerical computations the local errors of the location of the disconti�
nuity are estimated by adding the absolute values of these parts� Remember
that the local errors are scalar variables� Computing these errors for each of the
variables ui we have�

E�est � 	

E�est � j�E�splj

E�est � j�E�splj

E
est � j�E
splj� j���
�j� j���
�j�

Notice that E�est is zero because of the simplifying assumptions that were made
for the scalar analysis and carried over to the case of a system�
To begin� numerical results for solutions computed up to ��		 time steps were
compared to computations up to �		 time steps� As they yield similar errors�
all computations shown in this section will be done just up to �		 time steps�
��� resp� ��� are approximated by using ���� and setting �

�TK�T � � 	�
The maxima of the local errors E�est� E

�
est and E



est are shown in Figure �� The

results depicted in Fig� � show � as expected � that for small � the local
errors are approximately the same � independent of the ODE�solver� The left
�gures plot the errors where �Espl is based on ����� while it is based on ���� in
the �gures on the right�

Adaptation

We show the results of the adaptation for the errors including a splitting error
based on ���� as well as those based on ����� In both cases we proceed in the
same way�
For the errors based on ���� our aim is �Erel � �"� and� based on test compu�
tations� the upper bound for the local error is set to

B �� 
 � �	
 � �t�

whereas for errors based on ���� we choose

B �� � � �	� � �t�

Now we want to test if an adaptation based on Eest gives satisfactory results�
The adaptation is carried out just for one ODE�solver because we expect all
the various cases to behave analogously� We used ODE�solver � �exact integra�
tion of the linear ODE�� To approximate the local errors of the location of the
discontinuity� we assume q�
 to be piece�wise constant� The adaptation is not
tested for unreasonable large step sizes� that is � � �	�
This adaptation works as follows� The approximated local error of the location
of the discontinuity E
est is expected to be smaller than a certain upper bound





B� If this assumption is not satis�ed� the step size �x is bisected and �t is
computed via CFL�condition� Then we start again with the initial data� This
seems to be optimal as we observed that bisections took place just up to the
�fth time step�
In a next run� the numerical solution is computed up to a �xed time T �
�� � �	��	� This is done because the solution pro�le is being built up at the
beginning of the computation and because therefore the shock speed is not
constant� These computations give similar results as the �rst run� Furthermore�
the approximate relative global errors of the location of the discontinuity

�Ei
rel �

PN
n�� E

i
est�n�

j�N � �	j

are computed� E iest�n� denotes E iest of the n
th time step� Table � shows these

results� It lists the various �	 at time t � 	� the resulting smallest �� and the
relative global errors �E�

rel�
�E�
rel� and

�E

rel belonging to the second� third� and

fourth of the equations� systems�
The results of the adaptation based on the approximate local errors of the
shock location which use the sharper estimation of the local splitting error ����
compared to the adaptation based on errors using ���� show that each of these
two adaptations works as well as the other�

� Conclusions

Based on scalar one�dimensional Riemann problems� an estimator for the error
of the location of discontinuities has been derived� It can be used for adap�
tive choice of the step sizes� and the considered examples show that such an
adaptation works well�
Of course� the adaptation does not work fully automatically yet� This could
be the aim of further investigations� Furthermore� we would appreciate if the
error�estimates could be extended to not piece�wise constant solutions�
In ���� the theory presented in this paper is extended to planar two�dimensional
problems� This is possible if the tangent to the discontinuity in the solution
exists � as then the one�dimensional estimates are applied orthogonal to the
tangent�

�



Table �� Upper part� Results of the adaptation based on ����� The relative
errors �E


rel remain less than �"� Lower part� Results of the adaptation based

on the sharper estimate ����� The relative errors �E

rel remain less than ���"�

All solutions are computed up to time T � �� � �	��	� The resulting step sizes
are all about the same size�
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Figure �� Maxima of the estimated local errors of the location of the disconti�
nuity comparing results for the di�erent ODE�solvers� �Espl is based on ���� for
the left �gures and on ���� for the right �gures�
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